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P

ublic-private partnerships (PPPs) are growing in use
worldwide as the approach of choice for facilitating
cooperation between the public and the private sectors
in delivering transportation infrastructure. There are a
wide variety of possible PPP contracts in use. The most
basic is the design-build, under which the private
partner exploits synergies between the design of a
facility and its construction in project delivery. There is
relatively little transfer of risk from taxpayers to private
partners under this contract type. The most complex
is the design-build-finance-operate-maintain contract
(DBFOM). In this type of PPP, the private partner
provides end-to-end infrastructure delivery and
operational services, implying significant risk transfer.

T

he international academic literature on PPPs is
burgeoning along with PPP use. However, there
has been little rigorous empirical examination of the
interactions between PPPs and road safety. We here
examine the effects of private versus public operation
and maintenance of roads on traffic safety. We assess
the empirical effect of partnering with the private
sector through PPPs that are focused mainly on the
operational and maintenance (O&M) components.
Specifically, we consider the impact of contracting
with private partners to provide the operation and
maintenance of Mexican federal roads using PPP
concession contracts. Mexico offers an appealing
research setting for examining the effect of PPPs on
road safety. Mexico went through several phases of
private participation in the operation and maintenance
of its federal roads, which allows us to examine the
effect of differing forms of road management over
time and across geographic regions. We are able to
examine a variety of traffic incidents, including all
accidents combined, fatal accidents, car collisions,
and fixed object collisions, on federal roads in Mexico.
We obtained data on the management of federal

roads using Mexico’s National Institute of Statistics
and Geography website. Those data allow us to
correlate the type of road management with traffic
safety on particular road sections while controlling
for variation in several key independent variables.
Specific management types examined include federal
management of federal toll roads, state management
of federal toll roads, and private management of
federal toll roads.

T

he collection of data from that source resulted in a
panel data set with observations at the municipality
level from 1997 to 2009. This yields 1,967 unique
observations. To our knowledge, this is the largest (and
perhaps only) data set yet assembled to examine the
effect of road management type on traffic safety.

T

here are several possible channels through which
managerial type may impact road safety. According
to one theory, the profit-maximizing incentives
associated with private road operation may cause
private firms to reduce investments in road safety
to sub-optimal levels. This will increase accidents.
Under a second view, private road operation injects
the capital, expertise and concern for reputation
that will lead to improved safety. Theory thus does
not provide unambiguous predictions regarding the
effect of managerial form on road safety. It remains an
inherently empirical question.

W

e employ a variety of panel data techniques,
including, municipality-fixed effect, time-fixed
effects, and robust standard errors, while controlling
for key independent variables. Our estimates indicate
that private management of federal roads in Mexico
has little effect on our measures of road safety, but
caution the reader on the limitations of our data while
calling for further study.
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